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FEMINISM, MORALISM, AND PORNOGRAPHY'
ELLEN WILLIS"

For women, life is an ongoing good cop-bad cop routine. The good
cops are marriage, motherhood, and that courtly old gentleman, chivalry.
Just cooperate, they say (crossing their fingers), and we'll go easy on you.
You'll never have to earn a living or open a door. We'll even get you
some romantic love. But you'd better not get stubborn, or you'll have to
deal with our friend rape, and he's a real terror; we just can't control him.
Pornography often functions as the bad cop. If rape warns that without
the protection of one man we are fair game for all, the hard-core
pornographic image suggests that the alternative to being a wife is being
a whore. As women become more "criminal," the cops call for nastier
reinforcements; the proliferation of lurid, violent porn (symbolic rape) is
a form of backlash. But one can be a solid citizen and still be shocked
(naively or hypocritically) by police brutality. However widely condoned,
rape is illegal. However loudly people proclaim that porn is as wholesome
as granola, the essence of its appeal is that emotionally it remains taboo.
It is from their very contempt for the rules that bad cops derive their
power to terrorize (and the covert approbation of solid citizens who would
love to break the rules themselves). The line between bad cop and outlaw
is tenuous. Both rape and pornography reflect a male outlaw mentality that
rejects the conventions of romance and insists, bluntly, that women are
cunts. The crucial difference between the conservative's moral indignation
at rape, or at Hustler, and the feminist's political outrage is the latter's
understanding that the problem is not bad cops or outlaws but cops and the
law.
Unfortunately, the current women's campaign against pornography
seems determined to blur this difference. Feminist criticism of sexist and
misogynist pornography is nothing new; porn is an obvious target insofar
as it contributes to larger patterns of oppression-the reduction of the
female body to a commodity (the paradigm being prostitution), the sexual
intimidation that makes women regard the public streets as enemy territory
(the paradigm being rape), sexist images and propaganda in general. But
what is happening now is different. By playing games with the English
* 0 Copyright 1992 by Ellen Willis, Wesleyan University Press. This article was
published originally in 1979. Ellen Willis, VILLAGE VOICE, Oct. 15, 1979, at 8, Nov.
12, 1979, at 8, reprintedin ELLEN WILLIS, BEGINNING TO SEE THE LIGHT: SEX, HOPE,
AND ROCK-AND-ROLL 219 (Wesleyan University Press, 2d ed. 1992). Reprinted by
permission of the University Press of New England. Annotating footnotes have been
added by the editors.
** Professor of Journalism, New York University.
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language, anti-porn activists are managing to rationalize as feminism a
single-issue movement divorced from any larger political context and
rooted in conservative moral assumptions that are all the more dangerous
for being unacknowledged.
When I first heard there was a group called Women Against
Pornography (WAP),' I twitched. Could I define myself as Against
Pornography? Not really. In itself, pornography-which, my dictionary
and I agree, means any image or description intended or used to arouse
sexual desire-does not strike me as the proper object of a political
crusade. As the most cursory observation suggests, there are many
varieties of porn, some pernicious, some more or less benign. About the
only generalization one can make is that pornography is the return of the
repressed, of feelings and fantasies driven underground by a culture that
atomizes sexuality, defining love as a noble affair of the heart and mind,
lust as a base animal urge centered in unmentionable organs.
Prurience-the state of mind I associate with pornography-implies a sense
of sex as forbidden, secretive pleasure, isolated from any emotional or
social context. I imagine that in utopia, porn would wither away along
with the state, heroin, and Coca-Cola. At present, however, the sexual
impulses that pornography appeals to are part of virtually everyone's
psychology. For obvious political and cultural reasons nearly all porn is
sexist in that it is the product of a male imagination and aimed at a male
market; women are less likely to be consciously interested in pornography,
or to indulge that interest, or to find porn that turns them on. But anyone
who thinks women are simply indifferent to pornography has never
watched a bunch of adolescent girls pass around a trashy novel. Over the
years I've enjoyed various pieces of pornography-some of them of the
sleazy Forty-second Street paperback sort-and so have most women I
know. Fantasy, after all, is more flexible than reality, and women have
learned, as a matter of survival, to be adept at shaping male fantasies to
their own purposes. If feminists define pornography, per se, as the enemy,
the result will be to make a lot of women ashamed of their sexual feelings
and afraid to be honest about them. And the last thing women need is
more sexual shame, guilt, and hypocrisy-this time served up as
feminism.
So why ignore qualitative distinctions and in effect condemn all
pornography as equally bad? WAP organizers answer-or finesse-this
question by redefining pornography. They maintain that pornography is
not really about sex but about violence against women. Or, in a more
1. Women Against
organization.
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colorful formulation, "Pornography is the theory, rape is the practice." 2
Part of the argument is that pornography causes violence; much is made
of the fact that Charles Manson and David Berkowitz had porn collections.
This is the sort of inverted logic that presumes marijuana to be dangerous
because most heroin addicts started with it. It is men's hostility toward
women-combined with their power to express that hostility and for the
most part get away with it-that causes sexual violence. Pornography that
gives sadistic fantasies concrete shape-and, in today's atmosphere, social
legitimacy-may well encourage suggestible men to act them out. But if
Hustler were to vanish from the shelves tomorrow, I doubt that rape or
wife-beating statistics would decline.
Even more problematic is the idea that pornography depicts violence
rather than sex. Since porn is by definition overtly sexual, while most of
it is not overtly violent, this equation requires some fancy explaining. The
conference WAP held in September was in part devoted to this task
Robin Morgan and Gloria Steinem addressed it by attempting to
distinguish pornography from erotica. 4 According to this argument,
erotica (whose etymological root is "eros," or sexual love) expresses an
integrated sexuality based on mutual affection and desire between equals;
pornography (which comes from another Greek root-"porne," meaning
prostitute) reflects a dehumanized sexuality based on male domination and
exploitation of women. The distinction sounds promising, but it doesn't
hold up. The accepted meaning of erotica is literature or pictures with
sexual themes; it may or may not serve the essentially utilitarian function
of pornography. Because it is less specific, less suggestive of actual sexual
activity, "erotica" is regularly used as a euphemism for "classy porn."
Pornography expressed in literary language or expensive photography and
consumed by the upper middle class is "erotica"; the cheap stuff, which
can't pretend to any purpose but getting people off, is smut. The eroticaversus-porn approach evades the (embarrassing?) question of how porn is
used. It endorses the portrayal of sex as we might like it to be and
2. This statement made by Robin Morgan has been adopted as a slogan by antipornography organizations. See Aric Press et al., The War Against Pornography,

NEWSWEEK, Mar. 18, 1985, at 58, 60.
3. The conference was held at Martin Luther King Jr. High School in New York
City during September 1979. See Leslie Bennetts, Conference Examines Pornographyas
a Feminist Issue, N.Y. TIMES, Sept. 17, 1979, at B10.
4. See id. See also George Dullea, X-Rated 'Couples Films' Finding a New Market,

N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 6, 1986, at B12 (quoting Robin Morgan: "What women have been
trying to say in a million different ways is that real eroticism has nothing to do with
pornography."); Gloria Steinem, Erotica and Pornography:A Clear and Present
Difference, in TAKE BACK THE NIGHT: WOMEN ON PORNOGRAPHY 35, 38 (Laura

Lederer ed., 1980) ("[E]rotica is about sexuality, but pornography is about power and
").
sex-as-weapon..
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condemns the portrayal of sex as it too often is, whether in action or only
in fantasy. But if pornography is to arouse, it must appeal to the feelings
we have, not those that by some utopian standard we ought to have. Sex
in this culture has been so deeply politicized that it is impossible to make
clear-cut distinctions between "authentic" sexual impulses and those
conditioned by patriarchy. Between, say, Ulysses5 at one end and Snuff'
at the other, erotica/pornography conveys all sorts of mixed messages that
elicit complicated and private responses. In practice, attempts to sort out
good erotica from bad porn inevitably come down to "What turns me on
is erotic; what turns you on is pornographic."
It would be clearer and more logical simply to acknowledge that some
sexual images are offensive and some are not. But logic and clarity are
irrelevant-or rather, inimical-to the underlying aim of the anti-porners,
which is to vent the emotions traditionally associated with the word
"pornography." As I've suggested, there is a social and psychic link
between pornography and rape. In terms of patriarchal morality both are
expressions of male lust, which is presumed to be innately vicious, and
offensive to the putative sexual innocence of "good" women. But feminists
supposedly begin with different assumptions-that men's confusion of
sexual desire with predatory aggression reflects a sexist system, not male
biology; that there are no good (chaste) or bad (lustful) women, just
women who are, like men, sexual beings. From this standpoint, to lump
pornography with rape is dangerously simplistic. Rape is a violent physical
assault. Pornography can be a psychic assault, both in its content and in
its public intrusions on our attention, but for women as for men it can also
be a source of erotic pleasure. A woman who is raped is a victim; a
woman who enjoys pornography (even if that means enjoying a rape
fantasy) is in a sense a rebel, insisting on an aspect of her sexuality that
has been defined as a male preserve. Insofar as pornography glorifies male
supremacy and sexual alienation, it is deeply reactionary. But in rejecting
sexual repression and hypocrisy-which have inflicted even more damage
on women than on men-it expresses a radical impulse.
That this impulse still needs defending, even among feminists, is
evident from the sexual attitudes that have surfaced in the anti-porn
movement. In the movement's rhetoric pornography is a code word for
5. JAMES JOYCE, ULYSSES (1934).
6. Snuff is the title of a notorious pornographic film that "purports to show the
actual murder and dismemberment of a young woman." Beverly LaBelle, Snuff-7he
Ultimate in Woman-Hating, in

TAKE BACK THE NIoHT: WOMEN ON PORNOORAPHY,

supra note 4, at 272, 272. The film's brutal depiction was so realistic that only after law
enforcement agents had interviewed the "murdered" actress was it determined that the
scene had been staged. Susan E. Keller, Viewing and Doing: Complicating
Pornography'sMeaning, 81 CEO. L.J. 2195, 2224 (1993).
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vicious male lust. To the objection that some women get off on porn, the
standard reply is that this only shows how thoroughly women have been
brainwashed by male values-though a WAP leaflet goes so far as to
suggest that women who claim to like pornography are lying to avoid male
opprobrium. (Note the good-girl-versus-bad-girl theme, reappearing as
healthy-versus-sick, or honest-versus-devious; for "brainwashed" read
"seduced.") And the view of sex that most often emerges from talk about
"erotica" is as sentimental and euphemistic as the word itself: lovemaking
should be beautiful, romantic, soft, nice, and devoid of messiness,
vulgarity, impulses to power, or indeed aggression of any sort. Above all,
the emphasis should be on relationships, not (yuck) organs. This goodygoody concept of eroticism is not feminist but feminine. It is precisely sex
as an aggressive, unladylike activity, an expression of violent and unpretty
emotion, an exercise of erotic power, and a specifically genital experience
that has been taboo for women. Nor are we supposed to admit that we,
too, have sadistic impulses, that our sexual fantasies may reflect forbidden
urges to turn the tables and get revenge on men. (When a woman is
aroused by a rape fantasy, is she perhaps identifying with the rapist as
well as the victim?)
At the WAP conference lesbian separatists argued that pornography
reflects patriarchal sexual relations; patriarchal sexual relations are based
on male power backed by force; ergo, pornography is violent. This
dubious syllogism, which could as easily be applied to romantic novels,
reduces the whole issue to hopeless mush. If all manifestations of
patriarchal sexuality are violent, then opposition to violence cannot explain
why pornography (rather than romantic novels) should be singled out as
a target. Besides, such reductionism allows women no basis for
distinguishing between consensual heterosexuality and rape. But this is
precisely its point; as a number of women at the conference put it, "In a
patriarchy, all sex with men is pornographic." Of course, to attack
pornography, and at the same time equate it with heterosexual sex, is
implicitly to condemn not only women who like pornography, but women
who sleep with men. This is familiar ground. The argument that straight
women collaborate with the enemy has often been, among other things, a
relatively polite way of saying that they consort with the beast. At the
conference, I couldn't help feeling that proponents of the separatist line
were talking like the modern equivalents of women who, in an era when
straightforward prudery was socially acceptable, joined convents to escape
men's rude sexual demands. It seemed to me that their revulsion against
heterosexuality was serving as the thinnest of covers for disgust with sex
itself. In any case, sanitized feminine sexuality, whether straight or gay,
is as limited as the predatory masculine kind and as central to women's
oppression; a major function of misogynist pornography is to scare us into
embracing it. As a further incentive, the good cops stand ready to assure
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us that we are indeed morally superior to men, that in our sweetness and
nonviolence (read passivity and powerlessness) lies our strength.
Women are understandably tempted to believe this comforting myth.
Self-righteousness has always been a feminine weapon, a permissible way
to make men feel bad. Ironically, it is socially acceptable for women to
display fierce aggression in their crusades against male vice, which serve
as an outlet for female anger without threatening male power. The
temperance movement, which made alcohol the symbol of male violence,
did not improve the position of women; substituting porn for demon rum
won't work either. One reason it won't is that it bolsters the good girl-bad
girl split. Overtly or by implication it isolates women who like porn or
"pornographic" sex or who work in the sex industry. WAP has refused
to take a position on prostitution, yet its activities-particularly its support
for cleaning up Times Square 7 -will affect prostitutes' lives. Prostitution
raises its own set of complicated questions. But it is clearly not in
women's interest to pit "good" feminists against "bad" whores (or topless
dancers, or models for skin magazines).
So far, the issue that has dominated public debate on the anti-porn
campaign is its potential threat to free speech. Here too the movement's
arguments have been full of contradictions. Susan Brownmiller and other
WAP organizers claim not to advocate censorship and dismiss the civil
liberties issue as a red herring dragged in by men who don't want to face
the fact that pornography oppresses women.' Yet at the same time, WAP
endorses the Supreme Court's contention that obscenity is not protected
speech, a doctrine I-and most civil libertarians-regard as a clear
infringement of First Amendment rights. Brownmiller insists that the First
Amendment was designed to protect political dissent, not expressions of
women-hating violence.9 But to make such a distinction is to defeat the
7. See, e.g., Barbara Basler, 5,000 Join Feminist Group's Rally In Tunes Sq.
AgainstPornography,N.Y. ThIMEs, Oct. 21, 1979, at L41. Led by Gloria Steinem, Bella
Abzug, and Susan Brownmiller, the demonstrators, who carried a banner that stretched
across Broadway, marched from Columbus Circle to Bryant Park, where a rally was
held. Id.
8. See, e.g., SUSAN BROWNmNLLER, AGAINST OUR WILL: MEN, WoME!N, AND
RAPE 394 (1975) ("Pornography, like rape, is a male invention, designed to dehumanize
women ... not to free sensuality from... inhibition"); id. at 394-95 (contending that
it is the same liberals who recognized the oppressive power of anti-Semitic and racist
propaganda who now "fervidly maintain" that the anti-female propaganda of pornography
is "a valid extension of freedom of speech that must be preserved as a Constitutional

right.").
9. See Susan Brownmiller, Let's Put PornographyBack in the Closet, in TAKi
BACK THE NIGHT: WOMAN ON PORNOGRAPHY, supra note 4, at 252, 252-53 (agreeing

with Chief Justice Warren Burger's statement in Miller v. California, 413 U.S. 15, 34
(1973), that "to equate free and robust exchange of ideas and political debate with
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amendment's purpose, since it implicitly cedes to the government the right

to define "political." (Has there ever been a government willing to admit
that its opponents are anything more than anti-social troublemakers?)
Anyway, it makes no sense to oppose pornography on the grounds that it's
sexist propaganda, then turn around and argue that it's not political. Nor
will libertarians be reassured by WAP's statement that "We want to
change the definition of obscenity so that it focuses on violence, not sex."
Whatever their focus, obscenity laws deny the right of free expression to
those who transgress official standards of propriety-and personally, I
don't find WAP's standards significantly less oppressive than Warren
Burger's. Not that it matters, since WAP's fantasies about influencing the
definition of obscenity are appallingly naYve. The basic purpose of
obscenity laws is and always has been to reinforce cultural taboos on
sexuality and suppress feminism, homosexuality, and other forms of
sexual dissidence. No pornographer has ever been punished for being a
woman-hater, but not too long ago information about female sexuality,
contraception, and abortion was assumed to be obscene. In a male
supremacist society the only obscenity law that will not be used against
women is no law at all.
As an alternative to an outright ban on pornography, Brownmiller and
others have advocated restricting its display.1" There is a plausible case
to be made for the idea that anti-woman images displayed so prominently
that they are impossible to avoid are coercive, a form of active harassment
that oversteps'the bounds of free speech. But aside from the evasion
involved in simply equating pornography with misogyny or sexual sadism,
there are no legal or logical grounds for treating sexist material any
differently from (for example) racist or anti-Semitic propaganda; an
equitable law would have to prohibit any kind of public defamation. And
the very thought of such a sweeping law has to make anyone with an
imagination nervous. Could Catholics claim they were being harassed by
nasty depictions of the pope? Could Russian refugees argue that the
display of Communist literature was a form of psychological torture?
Would pro-abortion material be taken off the shelves on the grounds that
it defamed the unborn? I'd rather not find out.
At the moment the First Amendment issue remains hypothetical; the
movement has concentrated on raising the issue of pornography through
demonstrations and other public actions. This is certainly a legitimate
strategy. Still, I find myself more and more disturbed by the tenor of antipornography actions and the sort of consciousness they promote;
commercial exploitation of obscene material demeans the grand conception of the First
Amendment and its high purposes in the historic struggle for freedom").
10. See id. at 258 ("We are not saying 'Smash the presses'... but simply 'Get the
stuff out of sight.'").
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increasingly their focus has shifted from rational feminist criticism of
specific targets to generalized, demagogic moral outrage. Picketing an
anti-woman movie, defacing an exploitative billboard, or boycotting a
record company to protest its misogynist album covers conveys one kind
of message, mass marches Against Pornography quite another. Similarly,
there is a difference between telling the neighborhood news dealer why it
pisses us off to have Penthouse shoved in. our faces and choosing as a
prime target every right-thinking politician's symbol of big-city sin, Times
Square.
In contrast to the abortion-rights movement, which is struggling
against a tidal wave of energy from the other direction, the anti-porn
campaign is respectable. It gets approving press and cooperation from the
New York City government, which has its own stake (promoting tourism,
making certain neighborhoods safe for gentrification) in cleaning up Times
Square." It has begun to attract women whose perspective on other
matters is in no way feminist ("'I'm anti-abortion,'" a participant in
WAP's march on Times Square told a reporter, "'but this is something I
can get into'"). 12 Despite the insistence of WAP organizers that they
support sexual freedom, their line appeals to the anti-sexual emotions that
feed the backlash. Whether they know it or not, they are doing the good
cops' dirty work.

11. See, e.g., Howard Kurtz, Transforming Tunes Square: Can Its Soul Survive in
a High-Rise Canyon?, WASH. POST, Jan. 18, 1990, at A18 (citing growing influx of
visitors to Times Square as the impetus for the $2.5 billion project to reduce crime and

blight).
12. Basler, supra note 7, (quoting a Smith College junior).

